NIKOLA TESLA - 1856-1943

Invented alternating current

- Transformers
- Dynamos
- Condensers
- Coils
- Radio
- Radio controlled rockets
- Death ray which could destroy 10,000 enemy airplanes within 250 miles +
- Turbines - as army of 1,000,000 men instantaneously.

Almost 1000 various patents & inventions in different areas of engineering are registered in the name of Tesla. He invented a multi-phase system of electrical currents which revolutionized the production, transport & utilization of electric power & energy. In 1893 he made the possible construction of the first electric power plant on the Niagara Falls. He was considered one of the pioneers of radio engineering, due to his inventions in that area.
ANOTHER STATE. SEVEN, EIGHT OF THEM PACKED INTO THE STATION WAGON AND THEY WENT TO BREAKFAST AND AS THEY WERE DRIVING BACK, THERE WAS NEW, LOOSE GRAVEL. UNFAMILIAR TERRITORY, MAYBE A FEW MILES TOO FAST, BUT NO SPEEDING. A PARENT WAS DRIVING AND SUDDENLY, CONTROL WAS LOST AND THE CAR TURNED OVER. AND ONLY ONE PERSON WAS INJURED, MY FRIEND'S TEENAGE CHILD. AND IN A CHURCH THAT DIDN'T MUCH BELIEVE IN PRAYER AND RARELY EVER TALKED ABOUT IT, THEY HAD A 24-HOUR VIGIL FOR ABOUT THREE DAYS. AND I REMEMBER GOING DOWN AT 3:30 A.M. TO PRAY FOR THIS CHILD THAT THE LIFE MIGHT BE SPARED, NEVER KNOWING AT THE TIME THAT HAD THE CHILD LIVED, THE CHILD WOULD NOT HAVE HAD MENTAL FACULTIES. AND THE CHILD DIED.

NOW THEN, COME WITH ME TO KING DAVID. THERE IS INSURRECTION IN HIS OWN FAMILY AND THROUGHOUT THE KINGDOM. ABSALOM IS HIS FAVORITE CHILD. ABSALOM IS THE ONE OF ROYAL BLOOD. ABSALOM IS SO HANDSOME THAT PEOPLE DWELL ON HIS APPEARANCE AND IT'S ABSALOM WHO HAS NOW RISEN UP WITH TROOPS TO OVERTHROW HIS FATHER AND REPLACE HIM AS KING. AND IN HIS CONCEIT, WHICH IS IMMENSE, HE ASSUMES CONTROL OF HIS OWN TROOPS AND HE GOES THERE AS AN AMATEUR LEADING THEM.
1-9 Tesla Museum  Belgrade

12 Speeches given by Tesla - inventory list

13 Einstein tribute to Tesla - magazines, photos
15 Tesla's birthplace - father's church - funeral - Copley

16 Tesla
17 Tesla's philosophy - filozofija
18 Tesla's personal possessions - fax file
20 Certificate & medals awarded to Tesla
21, 22 Tesla's Claps - patents - patents - patents - patents
27, 28 Tesla's horses - patents - patents - patents
29, 30 Tesla's invention - Tesla
31 Conducting an experiment
32, 33 Additional awards - medals
34 Speech given to Tesla
35 Upper two are from Czechoslovakia
36 Lower left are from Serbia
37 Upper left Philadelphia, upper right Paris
38 Lower left Armenia, lower right Paris

37 Tesla at work
38 Tesla's Castle - tesla power
39 Tribute to Tesla written by Louis Adamic
40 The ashes of Tesla are in a silver sphere -
41 He had himself cremated -
42 papeo - spaljen - željezni okeg
44. **Induction Motor (1887)**

45. Tesla's coils with technical data now in the park's collection.

46. Tesla's coil - code of leave.

47. Prepot to patent it but Marconi did.

50. Death mask - photo.

51. Honorary degrees and certificates.

**Voja Muzej - military museum - Kalemegdan Park**

52. Transla žetenski - code of leave.

53. Czar Bajazet.

54. Krlj' Vukovin 1355.

55. Sultan Bajazet 1387-1402 (left)

56. Sultan Murat 1362-1389 (right)

57. Czar Lazar.

58. Đurđek Branković, Despot 1427-1456.

59. Maketa Anakreovo (model).

60. Žeka 13th Century - graničari obje loci.


64. Thieves weapons and precedents - rajdicu oružje
65. " " " "
66. Crna Gora - 18th Cent. - Montenegro
67. Srbija - 18th Cent.
68. Vojvode - novo i oružje su vrijeme prvog Srbskog ustanka 1804
69. " " " "
70. Karageorgea zastava 1804-1813 - Jakov Kovačević
71. " uniforma " unijaka
72. zastava, uniforma - 1st Serbian Army 1809-10
73. " " " "
74. 1809. - Serbian foot artillery
75. 1864. - Serbian National Army
76. Army Band Uniform
77. Nice's Obrenovic uniform preserved in the Belgrade museum - 1873-1887
78. A General's Uniform in Serbian Army - 1875-1882
79. Herzegovina 1800's (left) - Petty officer dress
    Bosna 1800's (right) - " obsolete style
80. Uniform worn in war with Turks - 1876-78